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Troll Index: Aquatic (Scrag), Deep Sea - Blood Fighter
Type	 HD	 AC	 Move	 ST	 Int	 Mor	 Overview

aquatic	(scrag),  8+8 1 0//18 F:8 L 11 Attacks/Defenses/Notes: 2 claws (1d6+2 ea.)/1 bite (1d10+8); able to ram ships for 5-20 (1d4x5)  
hull points of damage; cannot survive out of water; scrag shamans have access to water elemental spells 
Regeneration: 3 pts. per round, but only when submersed in water  
Description:	12' long; blue-green to olive green skin; webbed hands & feet; long/fanged maw;  
long hair; heavy scales; single tail (no legs/feet) 
Climate/Region: seas & oceans; F:	VR; #A: 1-4; Align: C(E); TT:	D

aquatic	(scrag), 5+5 3 3//12 F:5 S-L 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes: 2 claws (1d4+1 ea.)/1 bite (3d4); may attack up to 3 different opponents  
in a single round; can breathe air for 1 hour; scrag shamans have access to water elemental spells 
Regeneration:	3 pts. per round, but only when submersed in water 
Description:	8' tall; blue-green to olive green skin; webbed hands & feet, long hair, heavy scales 
Climate/Region:	lakes & rivers; F:	R; #A: 1-6; Align: C(E); TT:	 C

aquatic	(scrag),  6+12 2 3//12 F:6 L-A 11 Attacks/Defenses/Notes: 2 claws (1d4 ea.)/1 bite (1d8+8); 70% wear armor of shell or sharkskin (AC:1); 
can breathe air for 1 hour; scrag shamans have access to water elemental spells 
Regeneration:	3 pts. per round, but only when submersed in water 
Description:	10' tall; blue-green to olive skin; webbed hands & feet; long/fanged maw; long hair; heavy scales 
Climate/Region: any coast; F:	U; #A: 1-8, Align:	C(E); TT: D

black 7+10 2 12 F:7 A 11 Attacks/Defenses/Notes: 2 claws (1d6+6 ea.)/1 bite (2d6); 18/00 STR; hurl rocks (180'; 1d10 ea.); bolt of  
chained lightning (3'w x 70' long, 3x/day; 6d6 damage); 1/2 damage from cold and poison attacks; spell-like  
abilities (at will): darkness 10' radius, dispel magic, pyrotechnics, telekinesis (5000 gp weight), teleport without error 
Regeneration:	hp: 3/round (3rd round); body parts: 3d6 minutes; severed limbs re-bond immediately 
Description:	13'+ tall; smooth skin; human-like appearance 
Climate/Region:	abyss, any; F:	VR; #A:	1-8; Align:	C(E); TT:	E

blood,	fighter 6+4 3 12 F:6 H 11 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d6+8 ea.)/1 bite (1d6+10) or 1 weapon (by type); if both claws hit  
single opponent = automatic rend attack (does 2d6+8 additional damage); if using weapon (usually a greatsword),  
gains +8 damage bonus from STR; often wears armor (affects AC by armor type); infravision (60') 
Regeneration:	hp: 5/round (2nd round) 
Description:	L (8' tall; as troll but with blood-red skin 
Climate/Region:	any; F:	VR; #A:	1-2; Align:	L(E); TT:	E

Languages
While trolls do not have a language proper, 
they do use an amalgam of common, giant,  
goblin, hobgoblin, and orc known as “troll-
speak.” Because this language is very tran-
sient, and the various species of trolls is 
highly diversified, there is only a 25% chance 
that trolls from different areas are able to 
communicate with one another. 

 
Some species of troll are capable of speaking 
other languages (e.g., hobgoblin or hill giant). 
When “giant” has been generally indicated 
in a listing below (without a specific dialect, 
like hill giant), it is assumed the troll speaks 
only those versions of giant which are spo-
ken by giants living in the troll’s immediate 
geographic area. 

Climbing
Unless otherwise noted, all non-aquatic trolls 
are assumed to be masterful climbers, able 
to scale even the sheerest of rocky surfaces 
with an 80% chance of success.
Infravision
Unless otherwise noted, all troll varieties are 
assumed to have infravision to 90'.

Regeneration
Regeneration for trolls is noted as a number 
of points recouped per round, and on which 
round after last being injured those points 
will start to regenerated. Body part indica-
tions note how long it will take for a severed 
body part to regrow. 

Trolls Overview

deep	sea

freshwater

saltwater



Troll Index: Burrow (Pygmy) - Dire

Type	 HD	 AC	 Move	 ST	 Int	 Mor	 Overview

burrow	(pygmy)	 1d8+1 5 9 F:1 L 9 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	1 weapon (by type) or 2 claws (1d4 ea.)/1 bite (1d4); standard weapon = stone axe 
(1d4-1) or short spear (1d6-1); attack in groups; hide in sand to ambush from below (-2 to victims’ surprise rolls)  
Regeneration:	hp: 2/round (3rd round) 
Description:	3'-4' tall; as small yellowish-tan troll 
Climate/Region:	deserts; F:	VR; #A:	4-16: Align:	C(N); TT:	C

cave 9+6 1 15 F:9 L-A 11 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (2d6+6 ea.)/1 bite (1d8+6) + special; if both claws hit opponent,  
cave troll may (in lieu of bite) may either make automatic rend attack or attempt rake attack; rend tears flesh of  
opponent doing added 4d6 damage; rake attack with back claws does 2d6+6 on successful “to hit” roll;   
acute sense of smell (infallible tracker); infravision (120') 
Regeneration:	hp: 4/round (3rd round) 
Description:	9' tall; grayish skin; writhing hair striped down back; clawed,  
three-toed feet; massive forearms; scythe-like claws 
Climate/Region:	underground, caves; F:	VR; #A:	1-2; Align:	C(E); TT:	D

crystalline 10+6 3 12 F:10 A 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d6+6 ea.)/1 bite (1d6+3); if both claws hit opponent, troll may (in lieu 
of bite) make automatic rend attack (doing 2d6+6 additional damage); immune to acid; takes normal damage from 
sonic attacks; infravision (120'); speaks common and orcish  
Regeneration:	hp: 4/round (2nd round); body parts: 3d6 minutes;  
severed limbs move to re-bond immediately 
Description:	12' tall; long arms/legs; hide glimmers (reflects/refracts light) 
Climate/Region:	temperate mountains; F:	VR #A: 2-5; Align:	C(N); TT:	E

demon 9+9 0 12 F:9 A 11 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d6+1 ea.)/1 bite (1d8+3); if both claws hit single opponent = automatic 
rend attack (does 2d6+10 additional damage); immune to fire and acid; takes normal damage from holy and blessed 
weapons; spell-like abilities (at will, as 9th level MU): burning hands, darkness, detect good (3x/day ea.); invisibility, 
protection from good (1x/day ea.); acute sense of smell 
Regeneration:	hp: 3/round (3rd round); body parts: 3d6 minutes; severed limbs re-bond immediately 
Description:	8' tall; scaly, mottled red-orange skin 
Climate/Region:	any; F: VR; #A:	1: Align: C(E); TT:	C

desert 7+7 4 12 F:7 A 12 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d4+2 ea.)/1 bite (1d8+2);  -2 penalty to victims’ surprise rolls: surprised 
only a 1 on 1d10; immune to normal fire, heat, and cold; normal water inflicts 1d4 damage per vial, 2d4 per flask, 
and 4d4 per skin; purified water does double damage 
Regeneration:	hp: 3/round (3rd round); body parts: 3d6 rounds; does not regenerate acid damage 
Description: 9' tall; usually tan, but can adjust skin to blend in to rocks 
Climate/Region:	any desert; F:	R; #A: 1; Align: C(E); TT: C

dire 11 2 15 F:11 L 11 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	1 weapon (by type) or 2 claws (1d10+6 ea.)/1 bite (1d8+10); standard weapon = 
great axe (2d12 +12 damage bonus from STR); able to throw rocks 180' distance for 2d6+8 damage ea.  
Regeneration:	hp: 5/round (3rd round); body parts: 4d6 rounds 
Description: 18' tall;  as giant troll 
Climate/Region:	any; F:	VR; #A:	1; Align:	C(E); TT:	Dx2



Type	 HD	 AC	 Move	 ST	 Int	 Mor	 Overview

fell 16+12 2 15 F:16 L 11 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (2d4+5 ea.)/2 bites (1d6+3 ea.); if both claws hit opponent, cave troll may 
(in lieu of bite)  make automatic rend attack (does 2d6+6 additional damage); speaks giant  
Description: 15' tall; mottled moss-green and gray; knobby protrusions; hunched  
Climate/Region:	any cold land; F:	VR; #A:	1-4; Align:	C(E); TT:	Dx2 

fire 12+4 3 12//12 F:12 A-V 12 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (2d6+4 ea.)/1 bite (2d6+6); may strike up to three different opponents;  
able to throw magma globs (if available; 2 per round; 20' range; each do 1d2 impact damage + 2d6 fire damage; 
items worn must save vs. fire or be set alight); ambush from being submerged in lava (-4 to victim’s surprise check;  
all in 20' range must save vs. paralysis at +2 or be hit by 1d3 magma globs); double damage from cold attacks;   
corrosive blood (all metal weapons drawing blood must save vs. acid at -1 or melt immediately); never deterred by 
food; 90% chance to climb any surface; swim (12); see to 300' in any illumination (does not possess infravision);   
can contort to pass through small (2') openings; limbs may only be severed by vorpal or sharpness weapons 
Regeneration:	if “killed” by cold attack, “thaws” in 4d6 rounds and begins to regenerate  
(will shatter in his state if the troll sustains 20 points of weapon damage or 10 points of electrical damage  
before thawing, permanently killing it); body parts: will attempt to re-attach to body, or die within hours;  
in areas of high heat: 5 hp/round (2nd round); while immersed in magma or flame (including total engulfment  
by dragon breath or fireball spells): 10 pts. per round, no delay; otherwise: 3hp/round (3rd round 
Description:	12'+ tall; thick-limbed; smooth, blood-red skin; yellow eyes; orange hair 
Climate/Region:	any volcanic land; F:	VR; #A:	2-8; Align:	C(E); TT:	P,Q (F or G)

forest 5+2 3 12 F:8 A 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d4+1 + poison ea.)/1 bite (1d4+1 + poison) or 1 weapon;  
50% chance to carry weapon (spear or javelin; 1d6+3 + poison); poison made from saliva to used coat weapon 
tips or claws (kills in 1d4 turns on failed save vs. poison); climbs trees at normal movement rate; natural chameleon 
abilitiy (surprises on 1-3 on 1d6 and 80% chance to hide in forest environment); speak hill giant 
Regeneration:	3hp: 3/round (3rd round); body parts: 3d6 rounds 
Description:	6' tall;  green rubbery skin of trolls, but human-sized 
Climate/Region:	temperate forests; F:	VR; #A:	2-8; Align:	C(E); TT:	D

forest,	dire 12+2 2 12 F:12 L 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d6+6 ea.)/1 bite (2d6); 50% chance to carry weapon (great club: 2d10 
+10 damage bonus from STR); able to throw rocks 150' distance for 2d10 damage ea.; speak frost giant 
Regeneration:	3hp: 3/round (3rd round); cannot regenerate acid or fire damage; any severed limbs will  
fight and attempt to rejoin body 
Description:	18' tall; green rubbery skin of trolls, but frost-giant-sized 
Climate/Region:	cold mountains; F: VR; #A: 1-4; Align: C(E); TT: D

gargantua 24+24 4 24 F:24 L 12 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (4d4+16 ea.)/1 bite (4d4+24); may attack up to 3 different opponents  
in a single round; does not use weapons; able to throw rocks 240' distance for 4d8 damage ea.; natural “to hit” roll 
of 20 on bite attack = swallows victim whole  
Regeneration:	6/round (3rd round) 
Description:	20' tall; as humongous troll   
Climate/Region:	any land; F:	VR; #A:	1; Align:	C(E); TT: Qx2 (Dx2)

Troll Index: Fell - Gargantua



Type	 HD	 AC	 Move	 ST	 Int	 Mor	 Overview

giant 8 4 12 F:8 L 12 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d6+1 ea.); 10% chance to carry weapon (giant spiked club  
doing 2d8 pts. of damage); able to catch missiles (25% of time, if in reach);  acute sense of smell; infravision (90')  
Regeneration:	2/round (1st round); severed limbs cannot re-bond;  at least 10 pts. of fire damage  
required to be killed (or troll cannot be reduced to lower than 1 hp) 
Description:	10'+ tall;  hill giant/troll cross-breed, but appears as giant troll 
Climate/Region:	any land; F: R; #A:	1-12; Align:	C(E); TT: C

gray 8+1 2 12 F:8 L 11 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d4+5 ea.)/1 bite (1d8+5 + poison);  
saliva = poisonous (2 turns until onset; save vs. poison or fall into coma until cured; additional save  
after 36 hrs. at -2: successful = 2d6 damage then awakes, unsuccessful = death);  
immune to acid, cold, and electricity; double damage from all fire attacks; limbs severed easily  
(on natural 18+ attack roll with edged weapon; severed limbs continue fighting for 1-5 rounds);  
can assume gaseous form 2x/day (up to 6 rounds per use; immune to all weapons and spells in gaseous form;  
must remain within 5' of ground but moves at double speed); hates fire (attacks fire-bearers on sight);  
affected by sunlight (-4 “to hit” and AC penalties from blindness; takes 5 hp damage per every round;  
unaffected by other forms of light); 75% chance to be distracted by food dropped by fleeing party 
Regeneration:	hp: 6/round (4th round); cannot regenerate damage from sunlight or fire 
Description:	9' tall;  dry/flaky gray-brown skin; unruly hair ranging from gray to white 
Climate/Region:	any subterrainean; F: VR; #A: 1; Align: C(E); TT: Q(D)

great 16+20 -2 12 F:16 H 11 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (2d10+10 ea.)/1 bite (1d10+10) or 1 weapon (by type); 
standard weapon = war hammer or spiked mace (3d10 +15 damage bonus from STR);  
able to throw rocks 240' distance for 3d10 damage ea.; infravision (120'); acute sense of smell;  
unaffected by sunlight; speak only trollish, but understand common and the languages of all giants 
Regeneration:	hp: 10/round (2nd round)  
Description:	15' tall; hairless, gargantuan, color ranges from gray to black 
Climate/Region:	any; F:	VR; #A: 1; Align:	C(E): TT:	Qx10,C,D,E

	hill 11+11 2 12 F:11 L 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (2d4+4 ea.)/1 bite (1d4+4) or 1 weapon (by type);  
standard weapon = great club (2d8 +8 damage bonus from STR); able to throw rocks 120' distance f 
or 2d8 damage ea.; speaks hill giant 
Regeneration:	hp: 4/round (3rd round) 
Description:	12' tall; thick gray skin; humped, ape-like posture 
Climate/Region:	any hills; F:	VR; #A:	1-4; Align:	C(E); TT:	C

hunter 12+8 0 12 F:12 H 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	1 claw (1d6+3 ea.)/1 weapon (by type)/1 bite (1d6+3); standard weapon = battle 
axe (2d6 +8 damage bonus from STR); if both claws hit opponent,  automatic rend attack does additional 2d6+12 
damage; normally wear chain armor (AC 4 when unarmored); tracks and casts spells as a 6th level ranger 
Regeneration:	hp: 3/round (3rd round); cannot regenerate acid or fire damage; any severed limbs will fight  
and attempt to rejoin body 
Description:	9' tall: as standard troll, but armored and carrying weapons 
Climate/Region:	cold mountains;	F:	VR; #A:	1; Align:	C(E); TT:	D

Troll Index: Giant - Hunter



Type	 HD	 AC	 Move	 ST	 Int	 Mor	 Overview

ice 2 8 9 F:2 A 9 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d8 ea.) or 2 weapons (by weapon);  
10% use weapons (w/ +4 damage from STR); may attack different opponents during same round; freezing spittle  
attack (20' range; does 1d4 cold damage); natural 20 w/ edged weapon severs troll’s limb; double damage  
from fire attacks; unaffected by cold-based attacks and spells; +1 or better weapon or missile needed “to hit”  
Regeneration:	hp: 2/round (2nd round), but must be immersed in water;  
severed limb will move up to 30' in search of water 
Description:	8' tall: cold, sem-transparent skin 
Climate/Region:	arctic (near water); F:	R; #A:	2-12; Align:	C(E); TT:	Q (D)

hydra 10+5/head 0 12 F:12-19 A 11 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d10+5 ea.)/1 bite per head (2d6+5 ea.) or 1 weapon (by type);  
standard weapon = great club (2d8 +8 damage bonus from STR); able to throw rocks 120' distance for  
2d8 damage ea.; cacaphonous roar (all in 60' range must save vs. breath weapon or stand stunned for 1d4 rounds) 
individual head in each mind provides +1 bonus per head on saving throws vs. mind-altering effects and spells   
Regeneration:	5 pts. per round beginning on 4th rd.; severed heads regenerate last (5 pts. per head), taking 1 
day each to grow back (and restore those 5 pts.) 
Description:	25' tall;  as gigantic troll with 2-9 heads 
Climate/Region:	cold hills or mountains;	F:	VR; #A:	1; Align:	C(E); TT:	Qx5,C,D

moss 4+6 5 12//12 F:4 L 9 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d4+3 ea.)/1 bite (1d4+3); able to “hang” from trees and attack foes  
on the ground by swinging or dropping from above; able to hide in trees (-2 penalty to victims’ surprise rolls); 
agile climber (12); fear of fire (50% chance to retreat when wounded) 
Regeneration:	hp: 2/round (2nd round); regeneration unaffected by acid 
Description:	7' tall; as smaller/thinner troll with lanky arms, gaping maw, and mossy hair on wrists & shoulders 
Climate/Region:	cold or temperate forests; F:	VR; #A:	1-4; Align:	C(E); TT:	C

mountain 15+15 0 12 F:15 L 11 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (2d8+8 ea.)/1 bite (1d8+8) or 1 weapon (by type);  
standard weapon = great club (3d8 +12 damage bonus from STR); able to throw rocks 180' distance  
for 2d10 damage ea.; infravision (120'); acute sense of smell; speak stone giant  
Regeneration:	hp: 6/round (3rd round) 
Description:	17'+ tall; thick gray skin; humped, ape-like posture 
Climate/Region:	any mountains; F:	VR; #A:	1-2; Align:	C(E); TT:	C

phase 5+8 3 12 F:5 A-H 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d4+2 ea.)/1 bite (1d6+2) or 1 weapon (by type); may attack  
up to 3 different opponents in a single round; weapon use (2-handed pole weapons w/ +4 STR damage bonus);  
limbs not easily severed (natural 20 “to hit” on vorpal or sharpness weapon required); only 35% chance  
to scale any surface; infravision (120'); able to dimensionally shift (as dimension door spell, w/out disorientation);  
casts mirror images (as spell); shift and mirror image abilities may be used at will (but only one at at time) 
Regeneration:	hp: 3/round (3rd round); cannot regenerate acid or fire damage;  
any severed limbs will fight and attempt to rejoin body 
Description:	5' tall; as half-sized troll, but standing upright 
Climate/Region:	any land/subterrainean; F:	VR; #A:	1-3; Align:	C(E); TT:	Q(D)

Troll Index: Ice - Phase



Type	 HD	 AC	 Move	 ST	 Int	 Mor	 Overview

pygmy 1d8+1 6 9 F:1 L 9 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	1 weapon (by type) or 2 claws (1d4 ea.)/1 bite (1d4); 
standard weapon = stone axe (1d4-1) or short spear (1d6-1); normally attack in groups  
Regeneration:	hp: 2/round (3rd round) 
Description:	3'-4' tall; as small troll 
Climate/Region:	any land/subterrainean;	F:	VR; #A:	4-16; Align:	C(N); TT:	C

river 6+6 4 12//18 F:6 L-A 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d6+4 ea.)/1 bite (2d6); if both claws hit opponent, bite = automatic  
w/ +2 damage bonus (bend bars/lift gate roll required to break free of hold; if roll fails 2 bites automatic on next 
round, but no claws; troll will drop opponent if taking 8 pts. damage during the round); slimy skin eliminates blunt 
weapons from landing squarely (reduces damage from blunt weapons by 2 points per hit die); amphibious 
Regeneration:	3 pts. per round when out of water; 6 pts. per round when in water 
Description:	8' tall; slimy, bluish-green skin 
Climate/Region:	near forest rivers or bridges; F:	R; #A:	1-4; Align:	C(E); TT:	D

rock	(pygmy)	 1d8+1 5 9 F:1 L 9 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	1 weapon (by type) or 2 claws (1d4 ea.)/1 bite (1d4);  
standard weapon = stone axe (1d4-1) or short spear (1d6-1); normally attack in groups;  
pigmentation provides ability to hid in rocky surroundings (victims suffer -2 penalty on all surprise rolls) 
Regeneration:	hp: 2/round (3rd round) 
Description:	3'-4' tall; as small gray troll 
Climate/Region:	barren, rocky areas;	F:	VR; #A:	4-16; Align:	C(N); TT:	C

rock	(standard) 9 2 9 F:9 L 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d6+8 ea.)/1 bite (3d4); if both claws hit opponent, bite = automatic  
w/ +2 damage bonus (bend bars/lift gate roll required to break free of hold; if roll fails 2 bites automatic on next 
round, but no claws; troll will drop opponent if taking 8 pts. damage during the round); in rocky surroundings, sur-
prise on 1-3 (on 1d6); surprised only a 1 on 1d8; able to deflect/bat away small missiles (e.g., darts, stones) 25% of 
time and large missiles (e.g., spears, javelins) 10% of time, but lose 1 claw attack for round for each attempt;  
machine-hurled missiles may not be deflected; “can be destroyed by rock to mud or passwall (on failed save vs.  
death ray at -5); acute sense of smell 
Regeneration:	hp: 2/round (3rd round) 
Description:	11'+ tall; similar to standard trolls, but skin color changes to reflect surroundings  
(ranging from light brown to dark gray) 
Climate/Region:	dungeons, caves, remote mountains; F: R; #A:	1-12; TT:	C(E), Q

	rot 6+5 3 12 F:6 L 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d4+1 + disease ea.)/1 bite (1d4+1 + disease); all wounds caused  
by claws and bites infect victim with leprosy-like disease (after infecting, no wounds will heal, regardless of source,  
until removed through use of cure disease spell; disease is fatal in 3-6 months if left untreated;  
2 pts. of CHA lost per two week duration of the disease); disease immune 
Regeneration:	hp: 1/round (2nd round) 
Description:	8' tall; gangly body; sickly gray skin with dark pock marks; oversunken eyes 
Climate/Region:	deserts, swamps, tropical jungles; F:	VR; #A:	1-2; Align:	C(E); TT:	C

Troll Index: Pygmy - Rot



Type	 HD	 AC	 Move	 ST	 Int	 Mor	 Overview

salt 6+7 4 9//6 F:6 L 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d4+2 ea.)/1 bite (1d6+3) ; hides in moistened earth and  
waits to ambush from below (-2 to victims’ surprise rolls); immune to fire and acid; salt does 1d4 damage  
per 6 cubic inches; infravision (120'); able to burrow in moist soil (6) 
Regeneration:	hp: 3/round (3rd round); cannot regenerate salt damage;  
salt damage on severed area prevents regrowth or re-attachment of limbs 
Description:	8' tall; thick-limbed; skin tones ranging from grey-green to brown 
Climate/Region:	damp, earthen areas; F:	VR; #A:	1-4; Align:	C(E); TT:	C

sand 8+2 1 12//6 F:8 L-A 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d6+4 ea.)/1 bite (2d6+4); hides in sand and waits to ambush  
from below (-2 to victims’ surprise rolls); normal water inflicts 1d4 damage per vial, 2d4 per flask, and 4d4 per skin;  
purified water does double damage; affected normally by fire and acid; able to burrow in sand (6)  
Regeneration:	hp: 3/round (3rd round); does not regenerate water damage 
Description:	9' tall; tough, sun-word hide 
Climate/Region:	warm deserts; F:	VR; #A:	1-2; Align:	C(E); TT:	E

shambling 7+7 3 12 F:7 L 11 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d6+4 ea.)/1 bite (2d6) 
Regeneration:	hp: 4/round (2nd round); limbs grow into new trolls in 2d6 rounds; limbs attack until destroyed 
Description:	9' tall; as moss-covered troll (50% chance to be mistaken for shambling mound at a distance) 
Climate/Region:	any marsh or mountains; F:	VR; #A:	1-6; Align: C(E); TT:	C

shrieking 7+7 4 12 F:7 L 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d6+4 ea.)/1 bite (2d6); battle cry (1x/day; all in 30' radius must save vs. 
paralysis or be unable to attack for two rounds, but may defend); bursts of speed (2x/day; doubles movement for up 
to 3 rounds); may attack up to 3 opponents in a single round; speaks hill giant 
Regeneration:	hp: 3/round (3rd round); regrows body parts in 3d6 minutes; severed limbs re-bond immediately  
Description:	 10' tall; as normal troll, but with even gray coloration 
Climate/Region:	hills, any underground; F:	R; #A:	1-12; Align:	C(E); TT:	C

slag	 9+9 2 12 F:9 L-A 11 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d8+2 ea.)/1 bite (1d8+2) or special;  
special vomit attack dissolves steel (no saving throw) which can then be eaten by slag troll; immune to fire attacks; 
double damage from cold-based attacks; normal damage from acid; does not possess infravision  
Regeneration:	hp: 3/round (3rd round); all fire damage restores equal number of hp 
Description:	10' tall;  smoky black skin and fiery red hair 
Climate/Region:	mountains, volcanic areas; F: VR; #A: 1-6; Align: C(E); TT: C

slime	 7+4 3 12 F:7 L 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d8+6 ea. + acid)/1 bite (1d10+6 + acid);  
may attack up to 3 different opponents in a single round; claws and bite drip with acid (additional +7 pts. per  
attack from acid damage); skin secretes acid (all normal weapons must make save vs. acid or be ruined;  
magic weapons unaffected); immune to acid attacks; infravision (120') 
Regeneration:	hp: 3/round (3rd round); severed limbs create new troll in 3-18 rounds 
Description:	9' tall;  appear as slimy, slightly larger version of standard troll 
Climate/Region:	swamps, tropical jungles; F: VR; #A: 1-2; Align: C(E); TT: C

Troll Index: Salt - Slime



Type	 HD	 AC	 Move	 ST	 Int	 Mor	 Overview

snow	(type	I)	 7 4 9 F:7 L 12 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d8+2 ea.); may attack up to 2 different opponents in a single round; 
cold resisitant (no damage on successful save; 1/2 damage on failed save); fire/flame susceptible  
(normal damage on successful save; double damage on failed save); cannot be surprised in native territory;  
surprises on 1-6 on 1d10; 10% chance to know common; speaks in sing-song language 
Regeneration:	hp: 3/round (3rd round)  
Description:	9' tall; pale troll with patches of white hair 
Climate/Region:	any arctic or subarctic; F: VR; #A: 1-2; Align: C(E); TT: D

snow	(type	II)	 4+4 4 12 F:4 L 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d6 ea.)/1 bite (2d4); blinding breath (1x/3 rounds; single target in 15' 
range; save vs. breath weapon or be blinded for 1d4+1 rounds; breath can extinguish normal fire (takes 1 round) 
Regeneration:	hp: 3/round (3rd round); body parts: 3d6 minutes; severed limbs re-bond immediately  
Description:	8' tall; covered with white fur 
Climate/Region:	cold mountains; F:	R; #A:	1-4; Align:	C(N); TT:	C

spectral	(wraith)	 8 0 12 F:8 V 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d4+2 ea.)/1 bite (2d4+2); may attack up to 3 different opponents in a 
single round; silver or magical weapons required “to hit”; vanish in direct sunlight (but do not take damage from 
it); undead (may be turned by cleric); human slain by spectral troll becomes spectral troll 3 days after death (unless 
priestly burial is given) 
Regeneration:	do no regenerate  
Description: 10' tall;  jet black skin and hair 
Climate/Region:	any forest; F:	VR; #A:	1; Align:	C(E); TT:	C

spirit 8 0 12 F:8 V 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d4+2 ea.)/1 bite (2d4+2); may attack up to 3 different opponents  
in a single round; all bite damage heals troll (equal to damage inflicted by bite); all claw damage also drains equal 
number of STR points from victim (for 2d4 turns); silver or magical weapons required “to hit”; invisible; undead  
(may be turned by cleric); human slain by spectral troll becomes spectral troll 3 days after death (unless priestly  
burial is given); acute sense of smell; infravision (120')  
Regeneration: see above (does not regenerate by standard means)	
Description: L (10' tall;  invisible 
Climate/Region:	any forest; F: VR; #A: 1; Align: C(E); TT: C

standard 6+3 4 12 F:6 L 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d6 ea.)/1 bite (1d10); may attack up to 3 different opponents in a single 
round; infravision (90') 
Regeneration: hp: 3/round (3rd round); body parts: 3d6 rounds 
Description: 8' tall; rubbery skeen in moss green, mottled green and gray, or putrid gray 
Climate/Region:	any; F: U; #A:	1-8; Align:	C(E); TT:	D

stench 6+3 4   L  Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d4+4 ea.)/2 bites (1d4 ea.); unbearable stench (all in 60' radius must  
save vs. poison or fall unconscious for 1d4 turns; all other at -3 “to hit” while within range); stench provides all  
victims with +1 bonus on surprise rolls 
Regeneration: hp: 3/round (3rd round); body parts: 3d6 minutes; severed limbs re-bond immediately 
Description: 8' tall; tan, hairy, and muscular 
Climate/Region:	any underground hills or mountains; F:	VR; #A:	1-2; Align:	C(E); TT: D

Troll Index: Snow (Type I) - Stench



Type	 HD	 AC	 Move	 ST	 Int	 Mor	 Overview

stone 10+2 0 9 F:10 L 12 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d6+6 ea.)/1 bite (2d4+6); 75% chance undetected in native habitat  
(-3 penalty to victim on surprise rolls); throw stones (35 yds.; 2d8 damage); 35% chance to climb stone surfaces; 
half damage from all bladed weapons, continues to fight if limb or head is severed (if at least one attack form is still 
available), otherwise flees; immune to rock/stone-affecting spells; half damage from cold and fire (unless hit by  
both in same round, then full damage from second attack, and save vs. paralysis at -3 on second attack or shatters 
immediately); infravision (30'); 60% chance to be distracted by food dropped by fleeing party  
Regeneration: 1 pt. per round beginning on 2nd round; does not regenerate from acid-based attacks 
Description: 11'+ tall; hard, stone-like skin; hairless; sunken eye sockets 
Climate/Region:	mountains/subterrainean; F:	VR; #A:	2-8; Align:	C(E); TT:	Q (E)

swamp 4+6 4 12//12 F:4 L 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d6 ea.)/1 bite (1d10); if both claws hit opponent = automatic rend attack 
(does additional 2d6+12 damage); amphibious; can only survive for 1 hour away from swampy water environ; 
infravision (60'); swims (12) 
Regeneration: hp: 3/round, but only when coverd in paste of mud and swamp water 
Description:  8' tall: filthy claws; dark brownish-green hair; body covered with moss and fungus;  
protruding lower jaw with upcurled fangs 
Climate/Region:	swamps; F:	VR; #A:	1-4; Align:	C(E); TT:	C

tree 2+4 3 18//6 F:2 L 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d4 ea.)/1 bite (1d8+8); surprise on 1-4 (on 1d6) when attacking  
from trees; if both claw attacks hit, bite is automatic; normal damage from acid and fire; danger sense (-2 penalty  
to missile attacks against); climbing (6) 
Regeneration: hp: 3/round (3rd round); body parts: 3d6 minutes; severed limbs re-bond immediately 
Description: 3' tall: rubbery, mottled-green skin covered with moss-like hair; overlong arms 
Climate/Region:	temperate forest; F:	R; #A:	1-4 or 5-10; Align:	C(E); TT: C

two-headed,	giant 10 4 12 F:10 A 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d4+4 ea.)/2 bites (1d4 ea.); both bite attacks must be vs.  
a single opponent, but claws may attack different opponents; 5% wield weapons (with +6 STR damage bonus);  
surprised only on a 1; thick-limbed (limbs not severed on natural 20) 
Regeneration:	hp: 1/round (2nd round); severed limbs cannot re-attach 
Description: 10'+ tall;  troll/ettin cross-breed; mottled greenish-brown skin; wears moth-eaten rags 
Climate/Region:	any land (damp underground caverns); F:	VR; #A:	1-3; Align:	C(E); TT:	Q (D)

vine	(pygmy) 1d8+1 5 9//12 F:1 L 9 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	1 weapon (by type) or 2 claws (1d4 ea.)/1 bite (1d4); standard weapon = stone axe 
(1d4-1) or short spear (1d6-1); poisonous bite (1st failed save vs. poison drains 2-5 STR points for 1 turn; 2nd failed 
save vs. poison drains 2-5 CON points for 1 turn; no additional effect after 2nd failed save); climbing (12) 
Regeneration:	hp: 2/round (3rd round);  
Description: 3'-4' tall; as small yellowish-tan troll 
Climate/Region:	tropical areas; F:	VR; #A:	4-16 (attack in groups); Align:	C(N); TT:	C

war 12+8 -2 12 F:12 H 11 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	1 weapon (by type)/1 bite (1d6+5) or 2 claws (1d8+10 ea.)/1 bite (1d6+5);  
standard weapon = greatsword (2d8 +10 damage bonus from STR); dazing blow (on natural 20 “to hit” roll, victim 
stands dazed for 1 round); normally wear plate armor (AC 3 when unarmored); takes normal damage from fire 
Regeneration:	hp: 3/round (2nd round); body parts: 2d4 minutes 
Description: 9' tall; rubbery green with metallic tinge; stand upright 
Climate/Region:	any; F:	VR; #A:	1; Align:	C(E); TT:	Cx2

Troll Index: Stone - War



Type	 HD	 AC	 Move	 ST	 Int	 Mor	 Overview

half-troll	 4+4 5 12 F:4 A-H 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d4+2 ea.)/1 bite (1d4 ea.) or 1 weapon; weapon use (varied);  
armor use (varied); 50% chance to speak giant; 50% chance to speak common 
Regeneration:	hp: 2/round (3rd round); body parts: 4d6 minutes; severed limbs do not re-attach 
Description: 6'-8' tall;  greenish-gray human-like skin 
Climate/Region:	jungles, forests; F: VR; #A: 1-6; Align: C(any); TT: C

llort 6+3 4 12 F:6 L 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d6 ea.)/1 bite (1d10); may attack up to 3 different opponents in a single 
round; all damage sustained is actually added to hit points; can only lose hit points through the use of magic that 
normally restores hit points (e.g., cure light wounds will reduce a llort’s hit points); infravision (90') 
Regeneration:	hp: 3/round (3rd round); severed limbs create new troll in 3d6 rounds 
Description: 8' tall; indistinguishable from normal troll 
Climate/Region:	any; F:	VR; #A: 1; Align:	C(E); TT:	D

throghrin 3 6 12 F:3 L-A 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	2 claws (1d3 ea.) or 1 weapon (by type); paralytic touch (2-8 turns, ogre-sized or 
smaller on failed save vs. paralysis; elves = immune) 
Regeneration:	hp: 1/round (2nd round)	
Description: medium-sized; appear identical to hobgoblins  
Climate/Region:	any; F:	R; #A:	1-6; Align:	C(E); TT:	C

trollhound 3+3 5 15 F:3 S 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	1 bite (1d4 + disease); natural 20 on bite “to hit” roll = lockbite (automatic damage 
on successive rounds until killed; roll 1d4 for affected limb: 1 = weapon arm, no attack possible, 2 = shield arm, +1 
AC penalty, 3-4 = leg, 1/2 movement, +2 AC penalty); 10% chance bite carries magical disease (1% chance per hp 
of damage to infect; 2% chance per hp during lockbite; chance = non-cumulative);  inidividual tracks prey as 3rd level 
ranger; pack tracks prey as 6th level ranger 
Regeneration:	6 pts. per day; does not regenerate fire or acid damage 
Description: medium-sized; as trollish-looking dire wolf with sunken black eyes 
Climate/Region:	sub-arctic to sub-tropical areas; F:	VR; #A:	4-24; Align:	C(N); TT:	Q

trollkin 1d8+2 5 12 F:1 H 10 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	1 weapon (by type); standard weapon = great axe (1d12 +1 damage bonus from 
STR); all saves vs. poison at +1; infravision (60') 
Regeneration:	do not regenerate but heal in 1/2 normal time 
Description: medium-sized;  trollish human 
Climate/Region:	any; F:	VR; #A:	2-12; Align:	L(N); TT:	C

trome 3+3 5 9 F:4 H 9 Attacks/Defenses/Notes:	1 weapon (by type); saves at 1 level above HD; infravision (60') 
Regeneration:	do not regenerate but heal in 1/2 normal time 
Description: 4'-5' tall; as small, bearded troll (half gnome, half troll) 
Climate/Region:	any underground; F:	VR; #A:	2-12; Align:	C(N); TT;	C

Troll-related Creatures: Half-troll - Trome


